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Abstract. The new Globally Balanced Hierarchic Genetic Strategy (GB-HGS) was
introduced as a tool for solving difficult global optimization problems. This stra-
tegy provides a multi-deme economic stochastic search with an adaptive accuracy
that allows many local extremes of the objective to be found. The strategy was

designed according to the Multi Agent System (MAS) paradigm. The novelty of
GB-HGS derives from its control of the search impact performed by various demes
on the basis of the global information gathered and exchanged among the com-
puting agents. This mechanism is applied together with the local profiling of the
computational process already used in the previous versions of hierarchic genetic
computations. The new strategy exhibits better efficiency, especially in the second
phase of computations, when the promising regions containing the global extremes
are encountered (see Figures 3, 4).

1 INTRODUCTION

The Hierarchic Genetic Strategy (HGS) invented by Ko lodziej and Schaefer [11] tried
to comprehend the advantages of both multi-deme (see e.g. Skolicki and De Jong [13])
and adaptive accuracy genetic searches (see e.g. Schraudolph and Belew [12], Whit-
ley, Mathias and Fitzhorn [14]). Due to the synergy of both approaches HGS
has become the accurate, stochastic global optimization algorithm with moder-
ate computational cost. It has been intensively tested and exhibits exceptional
accuracy especially in the case of difficult multimodal benchmarks (see
e.g. [8, 15]).
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The paper is focused on the new agent-oriented version of HGS, called Globally

Balanced Hierarchic Genetic Strategy (GB-HGS), in which the global information
collected during computation and circulating among agents is utilized for the pro-
filing search process.

The HGS maintains a tree-structured, dynamically changing set of dependent
demes. The depth of this tree is restricted by the constant m. The demes close to
the root (called low-order ones) perform a chaotic search with low accuracy while
the high-level ones, including leafs, represent more local and more accurate searches.
The role of all low-order processes is to find the promising regions in the optimization
landscape and then to activate a new child-deme of the higher order there. The
strategy starts with the root of the structure (the unique 1st order deme). After
the period of K-epochs, called the metaepoch, the best fitted individual is selected.
This individual becomes the seed of the new population of the 2nd order which is
obtained by the procedure called sprouting operation. Sprouting can be generalized
in some way to all branches of a population’s tree (demes of a higher order up to
m − 1). Sprouting is performed conditionally, if there is room for the new deme
among the existing child-demes. The redundant demes that search in the same
region are reduced by the branch reduction operation.

We will discuss the real-number encoding implementation called HGS-RN [15,
10]. Both genotypes and phenotypes appearing in each branch are the vectors of
real entries belonging to the N dimensional hypercube [a, b]N ⊂ R

N . The genotype
universa Uj for branches of various orders j are obtained by the proper scaling that
uses the scaling coefficients +∞ > ξ1 > · · · > ξm = 1, so

Uj =

[

0,
b − a

ξj

]N

, j = 1, . . . , m. (1)

Next, we may define the set of encoding and re-scaling functions

codej : Uj ∋
{

xi
}

→
{

ξjx
i + a

}

∈ D, j = 1, . . . , m (2)

scalei,j : Ui ∋
{

xk
}

→

{

ξi

ξj

xk

}

∈ Uj, i, j = 1, . . . , m. (3)

The initial population for the newly sprouted branch of degree j +1 is randomly
chosen according to the N -dimensional probability distribution

N
(

(scalej,j+1(y))1, σ
sprout
j

)

, . . . ,N
(

(scalej,j+1(y))N , σ
sprout
j

)

(4)

where N (·, ·) represents the one-dimensional random variable with the normal prob-
ability distribution parametrized by its mean and standard deviation. Moreover,
y stands for the best adapted individual (the seed individual) in the parental deme
of the order j = 1, . . . , m − 1 while σ

sprout
j is the standard deviation specific for the

branch of the order j.
Let P be a deme of the order j = 1, . . . , m − 1 and y its best fitted individual

currently distinguished after a metaepoch. Sprouting is not activated if there exists
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a population P ′ of the order j + 1 which satisfies

d(ȳ, scalej,j+1(y)) < cj+1 (5)

where ȳ is the genotypes’ average in the population P ′, cj+1 is the branch comparison
constant for j+1 order branches and d stands for the Euclidean distance in R

N . The
sprouting of the new branch may also be prohibited if the assumed maximum number
of child-demes max childrenj for the particular parental deme of the j-th order
may be exceeded. Similarly, based on the arithmetic averages of genotypes in two
demes, we can define the branch reduction operation. Let x̄ and ȳ be the arithmetic
averages of genes in two demes P, P ′ of the same order j > 1. If d(x̄, ȳ) < cj, then
P, P ′ are reduced to the single deme of the same order j by common selection. Let
us introduce the set ChP of all demes of the order j + 1 being the children of the
deme P of the order j. This set may also include demes that were terminated by the
local stop condition. The set ChP ⊂ ChP will contain all child-demes of P currently
processed. The conditional sprouting operation may be represented as the function
of the parental deme P and its set of children ChP that turns back sprout(P, ChP ),
being the new child-deme if the sprouting condition is satisfied and the empty deme
otherwise.

The simple evolutionary techniques based on the normal phenotypic mutation
and arithmetic crossover are utilized in all branches. The proper repairing operations
are used to return the individuals obtained by the crossover and mutation outside the
genotype universum (see e.g. [1] and [10] for details). In order to check the local stop

condition for each branch, except the root, the progress of mean fitness is monitored.
The processing of the particular deme is suspended if a lack of satisfactory mean
fitness progress is observed. The applied progress conditions are rather restrictive
in order to avoid the prolonged, expensive processing of the single deme. The global

stop condition for the whole strategy depends on the evolution progress in leafs.
The whole strategy is stopped if the satisfactory individuals are found in the union
of leaf-demes.

The advantages of HGS-RN are caused mainly by its following features: The
final solutions are found by leafs that search locally (small standard deviation of the
mutation operation) with highest accuracy. Leafs are created only in the promising
regions selected by the hierarchy of demes. The redundancy among demes is reduced
by the conditional sprouting and the branch reduction operations. Generally, these
mechanisms protect against running more than one deme in the same admissible set
region.

The basic version of HGS-RN (see [15]) assumes synchronization of all branches
after each metaepoch, while the branches are processed in parallel between these
checkpoints. At each checkpoint, branch comparison and sprouting is performed.
This version may contain the following drawbacks: Even if the metaepochs can be
run for the separate demes in parallel, the synchronization after each metaepoch
may cause significant time losses. The redundancy reduction is performed only
among the siblings (demes being the children of the same parental deme). The total
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redundancy reduction that consists of comparison of all demes of the same order
may result in enormous computational costs.

The first agent-oriented system (see e.g. Ferber [2]) based on the HGS-RN strate-
gy was made by using the OCTOPUS platform [9]. Each OCTOPUS computational
agent that maintains a single deme is an independent software unit that can migrate
across the computer network searching for CPU and RAM resources. Only the lo-
cal profiling of the deme searching impact by using the conditional sprouting was
implemented. An interesting feature of this project was the possibility of auto-
matic scheduling of computing agents in the distributed environment by using the
diffusion-like algorithm. The papers [9, 3, 4] show the speedup, scalability and other
advantages of such an approach.

2 GLOBAL IMPACT BALANCING AMONG COMPUTING AGENTS

The new GB-HGS strategy (Globally Balanced Hierarchic Genetic Strategy) de-
signed according to the Agent-Oriented paradigm satisfies the following assump-
tions:

1. The processing of each deme of the HGS-RN tree will be supervised by the
computational software agent. It delivers and controls the CPU and RAM re-
sources available for the deme as well as controlling the progress of its evolution.
The computational agent also gathers information about the child-demes and
organizes the communication service necessary for sprouting, branch reduction
and other necessary duties. The computational agent is created together with
the new sprouted deme. If the deme is removed or suspended, its computa-
tional agent is hibernated or still remains alive if it is necessary to control and
communicate computational agents governing child-demes.

2. Each deme is processed asynchronously to each other. Each agent communicates
the center of gravity of the supervised deme and the best fitness value found after
every metaepoch to its parental agent.

3. Conditional sprouting is executed in the same way by using the function sprout

and is performed locally by the computational agent. This operation is based on
the set of centers of gravity of the child-demes that are received by the parental
agent from its child-agents.

4. No costly comparison of all branches during branch reduction is performed. The
special type agents called Leo the Professional asynchronously visit all popula-
tions of the same order reducing the search redundancy. If the deme P of
the order less than m is reduced, then the whole branch started from P is re-
moved.

5. Additional profiling (balancing) of the processing impact of demes is performed
on the basis of global information about the evolution progress by using the
mechanism of competition for resources among computing agents.
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6. The whole computation is started and finished by the environmental agent. This
agent also gathers and analyzes the computing results delivered by leafs.

Fig. 1. Vitality transfer among the sample parental GB-HGS agent and its two child-agents

Fig. 2. State-transition diagrams of the GB-HGS computing agents: A. the agent super-
vising the HGS-RN deme P of the order j > 1, B. the agent supervising the HGS-RN
deme Proot

This version is designed in terms of the AGE platform [6] which supports the de-
sign and execution of the Evolutionary Multi-Agent Systems (EMAS), which extend
the classical model of evolutionary computation. The EMAS allow, in particular,
the totally decentralized processing of individuals and populations, local performing
of selection and genetic operations based on the agent appointment mechanism, etc.
Each EMAS agent that is responsible for a population is equipped with the parame-
ter E ∈ R+ called vitality. The AGE platform which supervises the asynchronous
behavior of agents can profile the CPU utilization by the agents’ actions according
to the agents’ vitality. A lack of vitality can result in agent hibernation or death,
while a high vitality value allows the agent to compete for offspring. Vitality is
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assigned by AGE to the agents according to their impact in the genetic search (e.g.
according to the mean fitness of the contained individuals).

1: distinct f best
P and compute the mean genotype ȳP ;

2: send ȳP to Leo the Professional;
3: if (local stop condition is satisfied) then

4: flagP := stopped;
5: else

6: flagP := alive;
7: end if

8: if (P is a leaf) then

9: if (flagP = stopped) then

10: send the computation results to the environmental agent;
11: end if

12: else

13: receive messages (flagQ, ȳQ, f best
Q ) from the child-agents Q ∈ ChP ;

14: update ChP := ChP \ {Q; flagQ = stopped};
15: update f best

P according to the formula (6);
16: end if

17: send the message (flagP , ȳP , f best
P ) to the parental agent;

18: receive the vitality EP from the parental agent;
19: if (P is not a leaf) then

20: compute the vitality for child-agents according to the formula (7);
21: send EQ for all living child-agents (e.g. Q ∈ ChP );
22: if (#ChP < max childrenj) then

23: Q := sprout(P, ChP );
24: if (¬(Q = ∅)) then

25: ChP := ChP ∪ {Q}; ChP := ChP ∪ {Q};
26: if (j < m) then

27: ChQ := ∅; ChQ := ∅;
28: end if

29: end if

30: end if

31: end if

Algorithm 1: The GB-GS computing agent activities at the state Metaepoch End.
The agent supervises the HGS-RN deme P of the order j > 1.

This idea was first applied by Jojczyk [5] for profiling the HGS-RN in the fol-
lowing way:

• The agent governing the HGS-RN root has the constant vitality Eroot > 0.

• The new sprouted agent that is responsible for Q ∈ ChP receives the same
amount of vitality EQ := EP as is currently possessed by its parent.
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• The total energy of all agents responsible for children of the deme P equals
(#ChP )EP .

• If the GB-HGS agent is removed or suspended, then its vitality is lost.

• Each agent supervising the leaf P distinguishes the best fitness value f best
P

archived by its deme at the end of the metaepoch and sends it to its parental
agent.

• Each agent which is responsible for the deme P (except the agent which is
responsible for the root) memorizes the best fitness value f best

P archived by its
deme at the end of the metaepoch. Then this value is updated by the best fitness
values archived by its children and sent to its parental agent.

f best
P := max{f best

P , f best
Q ; Q ∈ ChP} (6)

• Each agent which is responsible for the deme P (except the agents which are
responsible for the leafs) memorizes and updates the best fitness values archived
by its children {f best

Q }, Q ∈ ChP . After such values are gathered (the messages

containing f best
Q are received from all child-agents) the new values of vitality EQ

are computed and then sent then to the child-agents.

EQ :=
#ChP EP

∑

R∈ChP
f best

R

f best
Q , Q ∈ ChP . (7)

• The AGE platform delivers the CPU resources to the agent that supervises the
deme P proportionally to the ratio EP

Eroot

, so the higher the vitality an agent has,
the faster its deme is processed.

The diagram that illustrates the vitality transfer among the sample parental
agent and its two child-agents was presented in Figure 1. Moreover, the simplified
state transition diagram of the GB-HGS computing agent that governs the HGS-
RN deme P 6= Proot is shown in Figure 2 A. In the state Metaepoch Step at most
K evolution epochs for the deme, P is performed. The number of epochs may be
less than K if the local stop condition appears. The agent can pass to this state
just after it is sprouted or if the next metaepoch is run for P (Continue event).
The operations performed in the Metaepoch End state summarize the result of the
metaepoch computation of the deme P and its child-demes ChP . The agent may
pass to this state only from the state Metaepoch Step if the metaepoch is finished.
The draft of the agent activities in the state Metaepoch End is reported by the
pseudo-code Algorithm 1. Please note that all particular send and receive operations
used here are non-blocking ones, e.g. messages are sent to the proper buffers waiting
to be received by the respondent agent. Moreover, if there is no new message
in the buffer, the old one is accepted while “receive” is invoked. For the sake of
simplicity the details of sending and receiving signals among the GB-HGS agents
are omitted. If the GB-HGS computing agent is in the state Suspended, then it is
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still responsible for its child-agents. Its activities may be described by the similar
pseudo-code as previously (see Algorithm 1) excluding statements 1–7, 18–26. The
GB-HGS computing agent passes to the final state from the Suspended state if the
global stop condition occurs and the proper signal from the environmental agent is
broadcasted, or if the set of living child-demes becomes empty due to the local stop
condition. The agent can also pass to the final state after the Leo the Professional
agent kills it during the branch reduction process. The GB-HGS computing agent
that supervises the Proot has only two states (see Figure 2 B). Its behavior in the
state Metaepoch Step is the same as for higher order demes.

3 TESTING GB-HGS

The computational tests presented in this paper allow the comparison of the GB-
HGS results with the results obtained by HGS-RN as well as by the single population
Simple Genetic Algorithm SGA (see e.g. [10]). In order to focus on the advantages
arising from the global impact balancing, both HGS-RN and GB-HGS were imple-
mented using asynchronous agents on the AGE platform. Moreover, mechanisms of
the local profiling of the genetic computations by the conditional sprouting and the
branch reduction performed by Leo the Professional agents were also implemented
in the same way for both strategies. The agents are scheduled by the AGE platform
to the threads of the operating systems’ kernel in order to execute their actions,
which is similar to the mechanism of the light weight processes. The scheduling
algorithm using the priorities assigned to the agents was utilized. The priorities of
all agents were the same in the case of HGS-RN, while the priorities of the GB-HGS
agents depend linearly on their current vitality which enables their CPU resources to
be profiled. Asynchronous communication was implemented by defining the unique
buffers for each agent that collects the receiving messages and the queuing mecha-
nism for their processing.

The initial test series of the GB-GHS implementation using the well known Ras-
trigin, Ackley, Easom and Schwefel global optimization benchmarks were performed.
The tests try to show the progress in global extreme finding as well as the ability
to recognize more than one global extreme and also multiple local extremes. The
results of GB-HGS were compared to the HGS-RN results as well as to the results of
the Simple Evolutionary Algorithm (SEA) which operates on the single population.

The depth of the HGS-RN and GB-HGS trees was set as m := 5 in all expe-
riments. The maximum number of children was established as max childrenj :=
5, ∀j = 1, . . . , 5. Additionally, the population size was the same for all branches
and equalled 50. The scaling coefficients ξj , j = 1, . . . , 5 (see formula (1)) were
set as follows: 5.0, 4.0, 3.0, 2.0 and 1.0, respectively. Standard genetic operations,
such as normal mutation, arithmetic crossover and roulette selection, were utilized
in each branch. The standard deviation σmut

j of the jth order branch mutation
depended on the branch order as well as on the size of the admissible domain. The
standard deviation utilized by the sprouting operation (see Equation (4)) was set as
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Fig. 3. The objective value regression for the best individual vs. the number of the fitness
evaluation for the 20D Rastrigin benchmark

σ
sprout
j := 2.5σmut

j for each branch order j = 1, . . . , 4. The sprouting was performed
if the Euclidean distance between the seed individual and the centers of gravity of
all child-demes was greater than the branch comparison constant cj = 3σmut

j , where
σmut

j stands for the standard deviation of mutation for the proper degree deme.
A similar condition was utilized for the branch reduction performed by the Leo
the Professional agent. This operation was performed only for branches of degree
greater than 2.

The first group of tests try to show how the GB-HGS mechanism can speed up
the process of the best fitted individual bounding to the global extreme. The charts
presented in Figures 3, 4 represent the trajectory of the best fitness with respect
to the total number of fitness evaluations performed in all GB-HGS or HGS-RN
demes. The ordinate of each point on these charts represents the distance between
the fitness represented by the best evaluated individual and the fitness value at the
global extreme of the particular problem.

The results observed for the Rastrigin and Ackley benchmarks show the similar
behavior of HGS and both GB-HGS versions, GB-HGS(1) and GB-HGS(2). They
are much more effective than the SEA single population one (see Figure 4). The
Rastrigin function was defined in the box [−512.0, 512.0]20 while the Ackley function
in the [−30.0, 30.0]10 domain. The standard deviations σmut

j , j = 1, . . . , 5 for the
Rastrigin benchmark were set as 68.27, 34.13, 22.76, 17.07 and 13.65, respectively,
while for the Ackley one they were set as 4.00, 2.00, 1.33, 1.00, 0.80.

Much more interesting is the detailed comparison of results obtained by the HGS-
RN and GB-HGS versions. We may observe two phases in GB-HGS trajectories
for both benchmarks. In the first phase, in which the chaotic search dominates,
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Fig. 4. The objective value regression for the best individual vs. the number of the fitness
evaluation for the 10D Ackley benchmark

the behavior of GB-HGS is similar to HGS-RN. Both strategies develop the tree
structure of demes obtaining similar efficiency in all branches. The mechanism of
impact boosting by vitality balancing is not active. In the second phase, in which
the region of the global extreme is recognized, GB-HGS begins to dominate over
the HGS-RN. It may be explained by the activation of the vitality balancing that
assigned more CPU resources for demes searching near the global extreme.

It is also interesting that the version of GB-HGS(2), with the relaxed local stop
condition (the same condition at each level of the GB-HGS tree), is slightly better
than the GB-HGS(1) version, in which the local stop condition is more restrictive
for higher level branches than for lower ones.

Fig. 5. Individuals distribution for the 2D Schwefel benchmark: A. the leaf populations
of GB-HGS after 9 155 331 fitness evaluations, B. the SEA population after 7 703 051
fitness evaluations
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In order to highlight the GB-HGS ability of concurrent finding of many local
extremes, the very simple two-dimensional Schwefel benchmark was performed. The
objective function was defined over the segment [−500.0, 500.0]2. The standard
deviations σmut

j , j = 1, . . . , 5 were set now as 66.67, 33.33, 22.22, 16.67 and 13.33,
respectively. The GB-HGS results were compared to the results of SEA for the
same problem. Figure 5 B shows the concentration of the whole SEA population in
the basin of attraction of the single, local extreme while the leaf-demes of GB-HGS
occupied basins of attraction of 12 different local extremes (see Figure 5 A).

4 CONCLUSIONS

The complex multi-deme genetic strategies were created as methods to effectively
solve the complicated, global optimization problems for multimodal objectives. One
such strategy, called HGS, delivers the economic, global search methods with adap-
tive accuracy. The search process is profiled by using the local knowledge about the
problem gathered by the algorithm.

The asynchronous GB-HGS strategy designed according to the multi-agent para-
digm was derived from the semi-synchronous version of HGS called HGS-RN. This
strategy allows additional profiling of the search process on the basis of the global
knowledge gathered and exchanged among the computing agents.

The new strategy exhibits better efficiency than HGS-RN, especially in the se-
cond phase of computations, when the promising regions containing the global ex-
tremes are encountered (see Figures 3, 4). Moreover, GB-HGS possess strong global
search abilities which may be seen by comparison to the results of single population
searches (see e.g. Figure 5).
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